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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
We have, since the beginning of the present educational
system, dealt with rigid fifty-minutes-to-one-hour-a-dayfive-days-a-week curricula time schedules.

We, as educators

and members of the general public, have seemed quite satisfied with this arrangement, as well as with the curriculum
content.

The advent of "Sputnik" was the first spark of

cognizance of possible shortcomings in our public schools.
The immediate response was to modernize curriculum content
by loading courses with more concepts, offering more topics,
or developing new techniques for attainment of concepts.
These situations placed extreme demands upon the traditional
fifty-minutes-to-one-hour-a-day-five-days-a-week schedule.
According to B. Frank Brown, these demands were impossible
to meet.

In his words, "Schedules are attempting to adopt

curriculum innovations to an educational structure that is
centuries old."

(1:30)

Statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study

was to examine several possible curricula time schedules in
light of the objectives of eighth grade modern mathematics,
and to develop a schedule best suited to meet these objectives.

It was further postulated that a flexible schedule
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would:
1.

allow time for completion of materials by studalts
with average and above capabilities.

2.

allow for student individual differences.

3.

allow most effective use of staff.

Importanc.!!_ .£f the studl.

It has been the experience

of the writer of this paper that there is not sufficient
time to cover all the topics of mathematics for eighth
grade students suggested by the authors of School Mathematics Study Group mathematics.

There are thirteen chapters

in all, each one is rated as important for the students'
mathematical experience, no chapter is considered optional.
The authors have suggested a maximum of approximately 160
days to cover all chapters, but the writer's experience
with this grade level has found this time insufficient.
(10:ix)

The suggested time schedule would seem to be

feasible if a complete "lecture only" system were employed
by the teacher, but if the teacher is,to employ the techniques of self-discovery, more time is needed.

It would

certainly take longer for a student to discover a major
concept than for the teacher to "tell" him the concept.
Not all students suffer equally from not having had
the mathematical experiences of the entire course.

Some

students may never again encounter (in a mathematical
sense, at least) the principles of trigonometric functions,
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while others will see and use these concepts over and over
again.

It is just as wrong to force a student further than

his abilities can carry him as it is to hold back a student
who is ready and eager to surge ahead.

A curricula time

schedule, as it presently exists, forces both groups of
students into these exact situations.
A teacher, due to the frustration of facing thirty to
thirty-five students ranging in abilities from remedial to
high, is tempted to, and often does, aim all instruction at
the average.

This rate is generally too rapid for the low-

ability student and too slow for the high.

The time

schedule is so inflexible and immobile that these two end
groups are bound by this situation, and, as a result, both
become bored; one because he can't understand, the other
because he understood the first time.

At this age when

boredom arrives so do discipline problems.
Thus far it has been observed that our present scheduling system is a major contributor to lack of proper recognition of ip.dividual differences and to lack of satisfactory
course completion.

Not only does this "lockstep" schedulin.g

fail to adequately care for student individual differences,
but fails altogether to exhibit any cognizance of teacher
differences.

As the average schedule exists at the time

of this paper, whatever the teacher's abilities or shortcomings he is forced to teach the same things much the
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same way as all other teachers of his subject.

Even if a

well meaning teacher were to attempt to break from traditional patterns and attempt small-group discussion, he would
be frustrated by interference between the groups, since they
all have to be in the same classroom.
It is most important that something be done to bring
fluidity and flexibility into curricula

scheduling in order

to alleviate the above mentioned shortcomings of the present
scheduling system.
Limitations o f ~ study.

One of the major limita-

tions of this study will be concerned with space and materials.

These two factors will vary from school to school and

schedule modifications will be necessary to meet each
individual school's physical structure.

Material availabil-

ity is an assumed fact in this report and will also vary
as to amount and kind.

For example, it would be impractical

to send a student to the library to find information on
mathematical games, if the library does not have this
material ayailable.
Another important limitation of this study to be considered is in the area of the learning capacity of students
of eighth grade age (13-14).

Some authors feel that

children of this age are reaching, or have reached, the
last stage of mental ability to learn.

It has been the

writer's experience that this age group is exceptionally
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unique in academic motivation and ability to gain and
understand concepts.

This writer has felt that further

research is necessary to fully .understand this age group's
mental capacities and capabilities.

The study, then, is

necessarily limited by an incomplete understanding, by the
author, of the eighth grade mind.
The study has also been limited to School Mathematics
Study Group mathematics and the considerations may be different for a different subject or for a different mathematics course.
Definition of terms.
Modern Mathematics--This refers to the School
Mathematics Study Group course in mathematics
and will assume its approach.
Flexible Schedule--Any time schedule that allows
variance in class size and class time.
Traditional Schedule--Defined as fifty-to-one-houra-day-five-days-a-week schedule with average
class sizes ranging from thirty to thirty-five
pupils.
Module--A unit group and unit of time.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
To fully realize the strengths or weaknesses of any
•
curriculum time schedule, it becomes important to redefine
the basic purpose of all schedules--to enable the student
to learn concepts and skills.

Therefore, to appreciate a

good schedule necessarily implies knowledge of learning.
Learning mathematics, as Fehr explains, is:
• • • a developmental process. It is change in
behavior brought about through brain action or
thinking. It comes about through facing situations
that call for making discoveries, abstractions,
~eneralizations and organizations in mathematics.
(6:3,4)

In the two realtively broad areas of learning theory
called "connectionism" and "field" theory, Fehr has listed
ten elements of learning common to both:
(1) There must be a goal that the learner is aware
of (motivation)i (2) All cognitive learning involves
association; (3J We recognize trial and error in
most learning; (4) Learning is complete to the extent
to which the relationships and their implications are
understood (practice); (5) The learner must be in
action mentally and/or physically; (6) Intrinsic
reward· of success and awareness of progress strengthens
learning; (7) All learning should be of the type
where a relationship can be abstracted and a process
can be generalized; (8) New learning is in part a
matter of transference of past learning; (9) We
learn facts and skills and we also learn how to learn;
and (10) We learn attitudes. (6:30,31)
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A curricula schedule which does not adequately account
for each of these basic elements of learning would certainly
not be doing full justice to the student.
The Trump approach to learning emphasized three basic
types of

learning:

(1) The student must be exposed to a large, organized mass of information; (2) he must sift through
this material and then test his ideas and conclusions
in o~en disucssions, especially with other students;
and {3) he must try to master in some detail, through
his own effortst at least one narrow segment of the
subject. (7:79;
These three types of learning as suggested by Trump
certainly must embody the ten elements of learning that
Fehr points out.

Again, a schedule which did not allow

for these basic types of learning would certainly be inadequate for our present society of high academic demands.
The traditional scheduling technique attempts to meet
all the requirements of

learning theory, but has not seemed

to produce the quality of student necessary in our highly
technical society and competitive world.

Brown has sug-

gested a possible weakness in our present school systems
by emphasizing that schools must not only recognize individual differences in students, but also understand the
flexibility and mobility of the learning process.

He

further asserted that schools must be willing to adopt a
curriculum to meet the learning needs of youth.

(1:36)

He has implied by these thoughts that the present school
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organization has not adequately met these demands.

Bush

and Allen were in agreement with Brown, at least in the
area of individual differences, when they stated:
As high schools are now organized • • • conditions
of flexibility do not prevail. A pupil gifted or dull
is required to take mathematics for fjf ty-five minutes daily in a class of thirty for three full years ••
(3:17)
The present organization of curriculum by the sheer
force of its rigid structure has channeled teachers into
teaching most of the mathematical material by "telling",
and when teachers find that all students cannot be "told"
at the same rate they resort to grouping.

However, "group-

ing is not the remedy when all groups are taught by the same
methods."

(11:278)

This indicated that different methods

ought to be used to reach each ability level.

Bush and

Allen went so far as to assert that not only should pupils
be grouped by abilities and interests but class size and
class length, and number of classes also might be altered
to meet their individual needs.

(3:8)

They further recog-

nized that each student should spend the time required to
meet his individual needs in a particular subject.

They

have stated:
While pupils should study continuously in all subjects the proportion of time devoted to a particular
subject, the distribution of that time, and the nature
of the content selected from that field ought to vary
according to the needs of each individual and to the
social demands that his goals, aspirations, and circumstances require. (3:12)
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Bruner also was aware of the rigidness of present curricula time schedules and felt that; "Ideally, schools
should allow students to go ahead in different subjects
as rapidly as they can."

(4:11)

I~ a detailed examination of each of the ten elements
of learning as outlined by Fehr were attempted, in each
case there would be a furthering of the cause for some new
type of scheduling to meet the demands of the learning processes.

Nearly all the research that the writer has con-

tacted applauds the traditional scheduling system for
meeting the needs as they were for past generations.

However,

"Each generation gives new form to the aspirations that
shape education in its time."

(4:1)

Speaking of mathematics

specifically, :M. H. Stone said; "What has to be grasped by
all who are interested in education is that our conception
of the nature of mathematics (in this generation) has been
revolutionized

It

(12:305)

Certainly, it would not

be too much to expect that if there has been a revolution
of subject content there might possibly also be a revolution
of scheduling procedures.
B. Frank Brown has summed up the problems of contemporary education as follows:
Faced with the colossal problem of educating youngsters for jobs which do not now exist and for professions which cannot be described, education must be
able to come out with individuals who are adaptable.
(1:14)
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Further on, he explored this problem in more detail
by stating:
• . • the demand is for the schools to go far
beyond the stage of putting new labels on old bottles.
We require a completely new structure. (1:67)
Brown was emphasizing the point that new content left
within the old time schedule structure was inadequate.
If a traditional time schedule does not produce the
"quality in quantity" needed in the field of mathematics,
what kind of schedule does?

(5:2)

suggested was flexible scheduling.

The answer that Bush
In his words, flexible

scheduling is:
• • • an organization of the school and the cycle
of activity where classes in a particular subject vary
in the frequency and spacing of their meetings and in
their sizes according to four elements: (1) the nature
of the subject; (2) the ability and interest of the
pupil; (3) the talents of the teachers; and (4) the
type of instruction. (2:323)
Bush and.Allen have proposed a system whereby flexibility is gained.

They have conceived of curriculum as an

area (space) to be scheduled, with each area subdividable
into smaller units called modules.

The modules are derived

from units bf time, units of class size, and units of course
structure.

Figure la is graphical representation of the

Bush and Allen proposal.

The curriculum area is the pro-

duct of time (vertical measure) and the number of students
(horizontal measure).

Within the curriculum area is found

small time student modules (see Figure lb}. Then, for
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number of students

time

curriculum
t:Jr0(J

FIGURE la

15 students

FIGURE lb

60 students

I /Jour

FIGURE le
FIGURE I

TflE MODULE CONCEPT

lJ
example, a specific curriculum area could be broken up into
smaller modules (see Figure le).
By scheduling curriculum as a unit of area and then
subdividing the area into smaller modules it becomes possible to include in each subject four basic types of instruction:

(1) independent and individual study; (2) small-group

instruction; (3) laboratory instruction; and (4) large-group
instruction.

(3:8)

The size of the group is altered by

picking appropriate horizontal dimension, the time that the
group is to attend a class is alterable by picking the appropriate vertical dimension.

" • • . variations in class size

can be built around any kind of distribution pattern according to abilities, needs, and interests of subgroups."

(3:110)

The reader may wonder if it is possible to consider many
groupings of individuals.

Bush and Allen suggest a rather

complete grouping in the field of mathematics as follows:
1.

Remedial

2.

Comprehansive
a.

Low interest

b. · High interest

3.

Subject talented
a.

Low interest

b.

High interest

4.

Mathematics gifted

5.

Limited ability

(3:63)
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Since there are so many complex patterns that can
result from this very diversified and flexible scheduling
system, it becomes virtually impossible (economically at
least) to perform the actual scheduling manually; therefore,
Bush and Allen have worked out a system whereby the schedule
requests are placed on computer punch cards and the entire
process is carried out electronically in a fraction of the
time it would take to schedule manually.
An example of a specific mathematics course scheduled

by Bush and Allen was developed by Lloyd J. Trump.

This

system was primarily for use in a non-graded school system.
Trump also preferred scheduling manually since he felt that
manual scheduling would keep the personal touch in the program.

First in this system, as described by Brown, students

are arranged by aptitude and achievement not by chronological placement.

(1:168)

By this type of placement students

are accelerated through their subjects on a continuing
rather than yearly basis and according to Brown, "Learning
is both more appropriate and more viable when children of
comparable academic accomplishment and pace are grouped
together."

(1:51)

The modular assemblage of individual

courses is nearly identical to that already discussed in
the Bua}J. and Allen proposal.

The nomenclature of grouping

students is somewhat different but the overall effect is the
same as the grouping by Bush and Allen.

The students may
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be categorized for learning purposes as follows:
1.

High ability--strong motivation

2.

High ability--weak motivation

3.

Average ability--strong motivation

4.

Average ability--weak motivation

5.

Low ability--strong motivation

6.

Low ability--weak motivation.

(1:170)

A specific example of an application of this technique
will appear in Chapter I I I of this paper.
When the reader examines the possible kinds of
schedule arrangements that can result from either of the
above two recommendations with the results of current practices in scheduling, he will find a great deal·more variety
in the flexible system.
A problem directly connected with curriculum and
scheduling is the effective use of teaching staff.

In

Trump's words:
Unless changes are made in the use of the teachers
we now have and are likely to obtain in the next few
years, the present trend to increase class sizes,
eliminate courses, and employ more and more teachers
with inadequate preparation will become accepted
policy; such development will cause deterioration in
the quality of education. (13:31)
An alternative to the situation envisioned by Trump

is the use of teacher teams or team teaching.

This tech-

nique of staff utilization as described by Bush has some
very important ideas about the function of teachers.

He
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defined team teaching as follows:
A situation in which the teaching to a specific
group of pupils of a single or several subjects during
a particular·period of time is carried on by more than
one person--one or more fully qualified experienced
career teachers who may be directly and systematically
assisted in their instruction by teachers less responsible and/or experienced, and by technical and clerical
aids and resource persons from other professions and
occupations in the community. (2:322-323)
It is worth re-emphasiaing that team teaching is not
merely two or three teachers getting together to take turns
teaching, rather it refers to the employment of several
types of teachers.

This concept of staff organization is

almost essential to the effective implementation of a flexible scheduling system.

(3:5)

An individual teacher may

be most adept at large-group instruction, another at supervising small-group discussions, and so on.

Each of the four

types of instruction in flexible scheduling has special
characteristics and every teacher may not have the necessary
interest or professional preparation to handle all types.
"In any domain of subject, effective integration of the four
types of. instruction requires team teaching guided by stafff
planning. "

( 3: 39)

According to Bush and Allen there are several types
of staff needed to meet the objectives of flexible scheduling through team teaching, these are:
Professional--Senior teacher (M.A. in field)
Staff teacher (M.Ed. or M.A.)
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First year teachers
Intern teachers (student teachers)
Supporting Staff--Teaching assistants (B.A. in subject but not a fully qualified
teacher.
Technical Assistants--For care and use of special
mechanical devices.
Clerical Assistants--To aid in clerical details.
Resource Personnel--From other professions, ranging
from full time (librarian) to
occasional (guest speaker).

(3:40)

It was not the intent of this study to examine in
greater detail the many ramifications of team teaching;
this is a subject left to future investigators.

Suffice it

to say that some form of team teaching would be essential
to a satisfactory arrangement in flexible scheduling.

CHAPTER III
EXAMPLES OF FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
This chapter will show four specific examples of
flexible schedules as applied to a mathematics course.

It

will be apparent to the reader, upon examination of the four
examples, that all have much in common.

Each schedule was

based on a student-time module, with the possible exception
of the Melbourne High School, but even it could have been
based on such a module and attained the same schedule in the
example.

Each schedule provides for the three types of in-

struction discussed in Chapter II, and each has some provision for individual differences, both in students and in
teachers.
~ample 1.

The diagram on the following page (Figure 2)·

illustrates a flexible arrangement for an eighth grade
mathematics class as suggested by Bush and Allen.

The cur-

riculum area is eighth grade mathematics, the module used
is fifteen students for a half hour.
consists of phases and sections.

The course structure

The capital letters denote

phases, the small case letters denote sections.

The diagram

shows the course structuring for one week, the exact phase
or section placement in the week will depend on scheduling
factors involved in other oourses.

Figure 2 attempts only
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to show what the phases and sections will be, not their
exact location in the entire curriculum week.
Phase A consists of one large-group of 240 students
for a half hour.

Phases A through D meet once a week,

phase E meets twice a week.

Phases Band C each have two

sections of 120 students (eight student modules) meeting
for a half hour.

Phase D has four 60 student sections

meeting for one and a half hours.

Phase E has sixteen 15

student modules meeting for one hour.

Phases A, B, and C

may be used for large group instruction, phase D lends
itself to laboratory sessions and phase Eis left for
individual study.
A student grouping that would fit this schedule was
suggested by Bush and Allen:
I Comprehensive
(d1)

Low interest

(d2)

High interest

II Subject Talented
(d3)

Low interest

(d4)

High interest.

(3:61)

The comprehensive and subject talented would meet
together in Phase A.

In phases Band C the groups could

be split into comprehensive in one section and subject
talented in the other.

Phase D provides for lab sessions

for each of the above four groups.

Phase E provides for
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further individualizing of the schedule by allowing individual study.
Examp~ 2.

B. Frank Brown discussed the flexible ar-

rangement of the non-graded Trump plan in effect at Melbourne
High School, Melbourne, Florida (High School in the discussion of example 2 refers to grades seven through twelve).
At Melbourne there were five numerical cycles or phases of
learning, designed to group students according to their
abilities, and two lettered phases for courses that did not
accomodate mobility.
Phasel--Subjects are designed for students who need
special assistance in small classes.
Phase 2--Subjects are designed for students who
need more emphasis on the basic skills.
Phase 3--Designed for students with average ability
in subject matter.
Phase 4--For capable students desiring education in
depth.
Phase 5--Challenging courses are available to students
with exceptional ability who are willing to
assume responsibility for their own learning
and go far beyond the normal high school
level.
Phase X--Nonacademic subjects which do not accomodate
student mobility; typing, physical education.

21
Phase Q--Quest phase for students of unusual ability.

(1:51,53)
The general plan was that students were to spend
approximately 10 per cent of their time in large-group lectures, 45 per cent of their time in small-group lectures,
and 45 per cent of their time in individual study and research.

In terms of days of the week this would mean one

day in a large-group, two days in a small-group, and two
days in individual study.

(1:70)

A flexible schedule

applicable to a mathematics class based on group sizes only
is diagramed in Figure 3.

The material available to the

writer did not indicate time modules, however, time modules
of any desired period of time could be employed.
Example

2·

Joel E. Ferris High School, Spokane,

Washington, employed a graded flexible scheduling ~7stem
in their school.

To fully understand the system it is

necessary to examine the terminology that accompanies it.
Large-group instruction--thirty or more students.
Small-group or seminar instruction--the division of
a particular large-group class into smaller
formally organized classes.
Individual work--students are assigned to resource
centers where they may pursue work assigned in
class.

22

Thirty Students
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Small
Group

Individual Individual
Study
Study

-·
X

Group

15

Entire

Small
Group

15

Entire

Individual Individual Small
Group
Study
Study

y Group

FIGURE 3
FLEXIBLE CLASS ORGANIZATION
:MELBOURNE HIGH SCHOOL

(1:77)

Small
Group

23
Independent study (with Honor Pass)--the student
assumes a major portion of the responsibility
for his academic inquiry.
Honor Pass--a student pass earned by demonstration
of individual responsibility.
Module of Time--fifteen minutes.

(9:126)

Based upon materials available to the writer the mathematics classes met five times a week, each meeting is for
three time modules (45 minutes), however, the blass sizes
vary.

Refer to Figure 4 for a diagram of the weekly mathe-

matics schedule.
Example 4.

The last example also employed a graded

flexible scheduling program.

This applicati_on of a fiexible

system was from Glendale Junior High School, Highline Public
Schools, Seattle, Washington.

In this program students were
..

'

divided into units of approximately six boys and six girls.
The instructional program was organized in four different
phases:
1.

Large group instruction involving all students
taking the subject for teacher-controlled motivation, information, orientation and testing.

2.

Laboratory groups (24-36 students) for teacheroriented skill building and directed instruction.

3.

Discussion groups (12 students) for studentoriented group exploration, evaluation, and
articulation of learnings.
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
_,.

___

Thursday

Friday

,

No.
Type No.
Type No.
Type No.
Type No.
Type
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
Mods. Grp. Mods. Grp. Mods. Grp. Mods. Grp. Mods. G-rp.
3

Large
Group

3

Lab.

3

I.S.

3

Lab.

3

FIGURE 4
A FLEXIBLE WEEKLY MATHEMATICS SCHEDULE
JOEL E. FERRIS HIGH SCHOOL

(9)

Length of Module--15 minutes
Lab.--Mathematics Laboratory
I.S.--Individual Study or Independent Study

Lab.
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4.

Independent study for individual responsibility
in learning activities such as study, reading,
listening and writing.

(8:np)

The curriculum offerings were divided into two general
tracks:
Track A is designed for students who can manage the
standard curriculum in mathematics. These students
are average or better readers who are planning to
complete a regular college program.
Track Bis designed for students who need the introductory curriculum in mathematics. These students
are below average readers who are planning direct
employment, trade ap~renticeship, technical training
or junior college. t8:np)
The department of mathematics allocation of modulesfor
eighth grade students was for Track A--18 modules and
Track B--20 modules.

This was based on 130 fifteen minute

modules per week for scheduling the entire curriculum.
division of these modules is as shown in Figure 5.

The

It is

interesting to note that Track B students have two additional modules per week of individual study.

This increase

in module gives them the opportunity to catch up in fundamental arithmetic skills.
The daily and weekly schedules were not patterRed any
further since their exact placement by day and by hour
would depend on a complete curriculum scheduling.
plete schedule by day and by hour would depend upon
individual student registration.

A com~
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Math.

Large Group

Lab.

TPW

Mods.

8A

4

2

1

2

8B

5

2

1

2

Discussion

I.s.

Total

TPW Mods.
2
1

Mods.
4

Mods.

6

20

TPW Mods.

2

1

FIGURE 5
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT DIVISION OF
ALLOTTED MODULES HIGHLilfE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS GLENDALE STUDY.
TPW--times per week
Length of Module--15 minutes
Lab.--mathematics laboratory
I.S.--individual study
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CHAPTER IV
A PROPOSED CURRICULA
TIME SCHEDULE FOR EIGHTH GRADE
MODERN MATHEMATICS

The specific mathematical objectives as suggested by
the authors of School Mathematics Study Group Volume II,
that must be satisfied by this proposal are:
1.

To achieve a real understanding and familiarity

with negative rationals without insisting upon complete
mastery of formal techniques and details.
2.

To convey the meanings of concepts related to

solving equations and to give pupils some of the vocabulary that will be needed later.

3.

To gain familiarity with very large and very

small numbers.
4.

To be introduced to the pythagorean property and

to extend the students experience with geometric relations
through informal deduction.

5.

To make the student aware of the approximate

character of calculations.
6.

To experience an intuitive approach to the real

number system.
7.

To widen pupils' appreciation for mathematics and

help to strengthen his awareness of the power of mathematics.
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8.

To give the student some notion as to the impor-

tance and many applications of probability.

9.

To gain understanding about similar triangles, and

the fundamental ideas of variation and proportion.
10.

To aid in the development of spatial intuition

and understanding.
11.

To emphasize the role of mathematics in reducing

things to their simplest form.
12.

To gain experience in types of mathematical

reasoning.
13.

To become involved in activities that will help

the student to appreciate more the major concepts of area
and volume.
14.

To introduce and use formulas for the area and

the volume of a sphere, and to develop an appreciation for
longitude and latitude.
15.

To make clear that mathematics is a living, grow-

ing, active subject.

(10:1-410)

If a curriculum is going to meet these numerous o.b jecti ves, three types of instruction will be necessary:

(1)

lecture, to "tell" the students about the general ideas
surrounding major concepts; (2) individual thinking and
experimentation with the concepts; and (3) student practice
to gain new skills derived from new concepts and to retain
old skills.

In order for a schedule to include these three
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types of instruction it will be most efficient to gather
the students together in large groups for lecture, split
them up into small groups (labs) for experience in gaining
and retaining skill_s, and group them in an area where space
and materials are available for individual exploration of
the concepts.

These class descriptions were common to all

the flexible systems discussed earlier in this paper and
are felt to be adequate for the writer's proposal.
From a consideration of the types of ability grouping
introduced in this paper, the ability groups will be:
Group I--Above average
Group II--Average
Group III-- Below average
For this proposal the very top members of the eighth grade
are placed in algebra and these students are not considered
here.

The groups will be selected on a basis of:

(1)

I. Q.; (2) achievement tests; (3) past performance in mathematics; and (4) teacher evaluation, importance not necessarily in the order listed.
All of the material in the School Mathematics Study
Group books, units 5 and 6, will not be covered by all
students, nor will all students cover the material in the
same depth.

It is planned that all groups will have, to a

varying degree, experience in chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,
10, 11 and 13.

Groups I and II only will cover 0hapters 5,
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9 and 12.

For a complete title of all chapters and sections

see Mathematics for Junior High School Volume II, parts I
and II, School Mathematics Study Group, New Haven, Yale
University Press, 1961.
The number of meetings per week and the period of the
meeting are shown in Figure 6.

It is important to note that

the large-group lecture is held to one time module.

Re-

search bears out the short attention span of this age group,
and there would be little to gain in a session lasting
longer than twenty minutes.

The lab individual study ses-

sions are held for two time modules.

A forty minute session

will allow the student to hold discussions and practice
skills and do individual research.

A shorter period of

time would restrict the student to little exposure to the
mathematical skills to be gained.
Figure 7 indicates how the ability groups are to be
divided into sections for a week.

The diagram is based on

a student-time module of fifteen students for twenty
minutes, where¼ inch is fifteen students (horizontal
measure) and½ inch is twenty minutes (vertical measure).
Phase A indicates one section (a) made up o.f all 300 students meeting twice a week for twenty minutes each meeting~
Phase B indicates that Group I students are in individual
study sessions divided into two sections of thirty students
for forty minutes.

Group II students are in individual
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FIGURE 7
A PROPOSED ALLOTMENT OF MODULES
FOR EIGHTH GRADE MATHE~TICS
TPW--Times per week
Mods.--Time modules of 20 minutes
Lab.--Mathematics laboratory
I.S.--Individual study
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study sessions divided into four sections of forty-five
students for forty minutes.

Group III students are in small-

group sessions of fifteen students for forty minutes.

Phase

C finds Group I again scheduled for individual study, but
both groups II and III are now in small-groups for lab
sessions.

In Phase D and Phase E, all students are in small

group lab sessions of fifteen students for forty minutes.
The different groups are scheduled in the manner
described to compensate for their individual differences.
Group I will be allowed a maximum amount of time to move
ahead and search deeper into the subject.

Group II will

be given an opportunity to experience some independent study.
Group III will be continually under guidance and directed
study.

If a student reaches the ability level of any other

group he may be placed in that group.

There are no walls

holding a student in a group where he does not belong.
The teaching staff oan be very effectively employed
in this schedule, by using a form of team teaching.

The

teacher most effective at lecturing may be used in Phase A.
Teachers skilled in subject matter but not as effective at
large-group instruction may be employed in the small-group
skill building sections.

Resource people (full time) and

all other teachers may certainly be involved in the individual study sessions, answering questions and indirectly
guiding the students intthe right direction.

In t~e writer's proposal evidence has been exhibited
showing the advantages of a flexible schedule.

Each of the

th:.:·ee types of instruction was accounted for as well as the
~rouping of students for individual differences and the
fittin3 of a schedule to the expressed purposes of ei~hth
s;rade mathematics.
The reader must be aware that even though the proposal
meets all the requirements outlined above, there are certainly possible shortcomings in applying this proposed
schedule in any particular school system.

First, the school

must 11ave adeql1ate space to accommodate the different class
sizes; secondly, it would need a great amount of mathematical
resource materials and it wo1...1ld also be necessary that a sufficient number of staff personnel were adequately trained
and prepared in the various phases of instruction.

The

reader then must approach the implementation of this
proposal with caution, keeping all the facts in mind, both
the advantages and the disadvantages.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY.AND CONCLUSIONS
Evidence has been cited showing the necessity for
schedule reorganization.

It has also been discussed how a

schedule reorganized into flexible student-time modules can
most effectively:

(1) plan for individual differences; (2)

cover as much, or as little, material necessary to meet the
demands of curriculum content and individual abilities; and
(3) allow for the most effective use of staff.

Further evidence indicated that it has not been proved
that a student learns best by attending a class fifty-min~
utes-a-day-five-days-a-week; in fact, for lecture type
instruction this is a most unsatisfactory arrangement.

The

eighth grade student does not have concentration powers well
enough developed to focus undivided attention on any topic
for more than a maximum of twenty minutes.

The writer's

proposal takes into account this fact by scheduling lecture
modules of exactly twenty minutes.

It was also observed

that it is entirely possible not only to group students
according to individual differences but also to allow them
to learn in these groups by the means most fitted to their
capabilities.

The proposed schedule places the abillty

groups in large-group lectures, small-group labs and individual study sessions on a basis of which group needs which
type of instruction.

It was stressed that not all students
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need necessarily cover all topics in the eighth grade School
Mathematics Study Group texts, but that those who were
pable ought to be given the opportunity to do so.

ca-

Therefore,

sufficient time was allotted for those who were deemed
capable.

Evidence has shown that a flexible schedule could

accommodate for curriculum content on the basis of student
ability and readiness.

By grouping the students and pre-

senting different types of instruction the writer's proposal also accommodated student ability and readiness.
One of the more important aspects of scheduling was
the effective use of teachers.

It was pointed out that

teachers were not effectively used according to their individual differences in the present scheduling practices, but
they may be very effectively employed in accordance with
their individual strengths in a flexible system.

This was

to be accomplished, in the writer's proposal, through team
teaching, which was a necessary implication of a flexible
schedule.
The reader is once again cautioned that there are
several disadvantages in implementing either the writer's
schedule or another flexible schedule.

Great care must be

taken in the preparation of the physical plant of the
school in order to accommodate the various group sizes.
The library and other resource centers must be stockpiled
with many more materials than presently exist in most high
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school and junior high school libraries.

The entire staff

will need to become familiar with the ideas of flexible
scheduling and then screened to find those most suitable
for the different types of instruction.

It will be of great

importance, that should a school adopt a flexible schedule,
that the mathematics course content be carefully reviewed
to determine which concepts are best learned by lecture,
by small-group instruction, or by individual study.
This paper earlier posed the question of whether or
not the eighth grade mind is completely understood.

It is

suggested that further research is needed in this area in
order to more effectively schedule them to fit their needs.
It is also suggested that the area of team teaching be
further developed in order to gain the full impetus of
teacher differences.
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